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Conclusions

Binary system melting phase diagrams

◊ The binary systems of methyl 4-halogenbenozate derivatives (M4IB : M4BB and M4BB : M4CB) have
been explored showing that two different solid solutions (formed based on parent structures of methyl
4-halogenbenzoate derivatives, respectively) can be formed;

◊ Quantum chemical calculations show that methyl 4-halogenbenzoate derivative molecules can exist in
both substituted and isostructural structures, thus the calculations confirm that the existence of model
structures is energetically possible, and the results of the calculations correlate with the experimentally
obtained results;

◊ In general, it can be concluded that the insertion of a single molecule results in a small increase in
volume.

Solid solution formation can be confirmed by means of melting phase diagram. It precisely demonstrate
that the methyl 4-halogenbenozate derivatives form solid solutions between each other, both - in limited
solubility and unlimited solubility of components.

Graphically depicting the melting of the crystallization products depending on the weight fraction of the
methyl 4-halogenbenzoate derivative, as well as including the maximum temperature, a two-component
phase diagram is formed (eutectic, soliduss – Tmelt., liquiduss – Tmax.).

The obtained crystalline phases were characterized using powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD, upper) and
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) methods in order to construct respective phase diagrams
(bottom), in case (a) M4BB100-xM4CBx and (b) M4IB100-xM4BBx.

R = Br (M4BB), 
Cl (M4CB) or I (M4IB)

Solid solutions (SS) are single multicomponent phases for which the constituent component ratio can vary
in continuum. In last decade, research of solid solutions has increased significantly and has become
common in crystal engineering. While analysing solid solutions and their molecular packing, more and
more attention is paid to structural aspects that promotes and are responsible for the formation of solid
solutions in two-component systems.

Several methyl 4-halogenbenzoate (M4RB) derivatives were selected as model compounds because of
their chemically similar structures, in which the different atom (R) may not significantly affect the dominant
intermolecular interactions.

Molecular structure of methyl 4-halogenbenzoate derivatives

To explore the solid solution formation between methyl 4-halogenbenzoates by:

◊ Crystallizing two component system in different component ratio;

◊ Characterize crystalline phases using PXRD and thermal methods of analysis;

◊ Studying results from quantum chemical calculations of possible prediction of solid solution
formation - energetic aspects.

Crystallization experiments were performed for mixtures of methyl 4-halogenbenzoate
derivatives, in different proportions (α100-xβx / %), from 100-x to x, where 0 ≤ x ≤ 100, using
isopropanol as solvent (solvent evaporation crystallization), to determine the crystallization
products obtained for each system. As it was observed that in the solvent evaporation
crystallization usually, the solid solution of stable polymorph I was obtained for all
experimentally used methyl 4-halogenbenzoate derivatives.

Experimentally obtained crystalline phases from methyl 4-halogenbenzoate derivative mixtures, 
and quantities of solvent volume and mass of substances used in crystallization experiments
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Intermolecular interaction energy for closest molecule pairs (having atoms within 
15 Å radius from the central molecule) for methyl 4-halogenbenozate derivativesa

a - Calculated using monomer
wave function B3LYP functionally
with 3-21G base set.

Crystalline lattice energy changes for methyl 4-halogenbenzoate derivativesb

b - Calculated using VC-relax
(complete geometry optimization)
together with scf (does not change
molecular geometry) solution.

- The structure is energy efficient (ΔE < 0) - The structure is not energy efficient (ΔE > 0)

Volumes of methyl 4-halogenbenzoate derivative crystalline structuresc

The volume of cells were estimated as known the fact that when replacing a “native” molecule in a crystalline structure,
attributable to a substituted structure (as it is in the case of a solid solution), the cell must expand, resulting in a volume
change.

c - Crystal structures were used
after full geometry optimization in
Quantum ESPRESSO v6.3.

- Volume increases - Volume decreases

Fingerprint plots of the methyl 4-halogenbenozate derivative structures. (Bottom-right) Percentage contributions to
the Hirshfeld surface area for selected close intermolecular contacts for the different conformers.


